
Your Target:

To write an informal letter 
in character.



• Immediate

• Symbol

• Lightning

• Stomach

• Temperature

LQ: How can I write an informal letter in role?

Day 1

• Understand the difference between 
formal and informal letters

• Identify and use formal and informal 
language 

• Identify features of a letter e.g. 
date, address, formal/informal 

• Use a range of punctuation 



Week 3

Monday Tuesday Wednesday

Thursday Friday

immediate symbol lightning

stomach temperature



immediate

Occurring or done at once.

Synonym

Write a list of words that mean the 

same thing. 

Words within Words

How many other words can you 

make out of the word? 

Week 3: Monday



SPaG Shape-Up

Words ending in -ure

1. The zoologist’s favourite ____ is the armadillo.

2. “ Can you ____ me, Dad? I think I’ve grown!” said Owen.

3. “Thank you for your gift,” she said. “I will ____ it always.”

Now write your own sentence for each of the words.

Spelling

All these words end in -ure.
Can you use these words to correctly fill in the gaps below?

measure treasure creature picture nature



What Is an Informal Letter?

An informal letter is a letter that we send to people we know. 

Types of informal letters can be:

• Thank you letters

• Postcards

• Letters to friends 

• Letters to family members 

Have you ever written any letters? To who? For what purpose? 



Informal Letter Checklist
Write these out and tick them off as you read the informal letter example. 

• The senders address

• The date

• An appropriate greeting

• An introduction

• Written in first person

• Written in a personal/familiar style with ‘chatty’ vocabulary 

• Paragraphs separating information/ideas 

• Address the recipient directly 

• A conclusion

• A closing sentence

• The senders name/signature 



Mini Task:

Using the example informal letter on the next slides, identify 
features from the informal letter checklist as well as any 
grammatical features from the success criteria. 

Example features from the success criteria:
• Expanded noun phrases
• Colons, semi colons, dashes, hyphens
• Conjunctions (co-ordinating and subordinating)
• Prepositions (of time and place)
• Adverbials 
• Contractions 
• Modal verbs
• Parenthesis 



Example informal letter:
Part 1



Example informal letter:
Part 2



Example informal letter:
Part 3



Your task for today

Tomorrow you will be writing an informal letter from the 
perspective of your chosen crew member aboard Ernest 
Shackleton’s ship Endurance.

Today you will be planning what you are going to write in that 
letter. 

Your letter should be made up of 5 paragraphs: 
• Paragraph 1 – Introduction
• Paragraph 2, 3 and 4 – Main body of letter. You need to 

decide on 3 topics you wish to talk about. 
• Paragraph 5 – Conclusion 



Planning Template:
You should plan:

• The address (you can be creative here)

• The date (this needs to be around the time of the voyage)

• An appropriate greeting (who are you writing to?)

• An introduction (why are you writing?)

• Written in first person (I, my, we)

• Written in an personal/familiar style with ‘chatty’ vocabulary (remember you 

know this person well)

• Paragraphs separating information/ideas (what are you going to talk about in each 

section?)

• Address the recipient directly (I know you are …./Please say hello to…)

• A conclusion (summarise what you have said)

• A closing sentence (when will you write again? Do you wish them well?)

• The senders name/signature (who are you writing as?)


